Ten exclusives that make every Lund special.

1. ACQ-treated plywood decks and floors.
   Our environmentally friendly ACQ treatment is so effective we gladly warranty our floors for life.

2. Factory pre-rigging.
   Lund uses manufacturer gauges and controls, each expertly installed by Lund craftsmen.

3. ProRide seats.
   The best seats in boating, built to last the lifetime of your boat and make every ride more comfortable.

4. Industry leading warranty.
   We build the best boats and stand behind every one of them with the best warranty in the industry.

5. The best dealers in the industry.
   Each is handpicked to make sure you get the best service, sales support and expertise in boating.

6. ProLong live wells and bait wells.
   The system that keeps fish and bait lively and lets you fill, recirculate and drain right from the driver's seat.

7. ProPlus reserve fuel system.
   Switch the fuel selector lever from "main" to "reserve" and you have an additional supply of gas for unrivaled security.

8. Oven-cured PPG finishes.
   Automotive quality finishes give you maximum protection — and the best-looking boat on the water!

9. Unmatched resale value.
   Lunds are valuable commodities that will get you more on trade or from sale than any other boat.

    Lunds are the strongest boat on the water with an improved, beautiful ride — even when Mother Nature gets ugly.

What it takes to be a special boat even among Lunds.

All Lunds represent the very best our industry has to offer. Compare and you'll see that they look better, run better, and ride better than any other boat in their specific class. In addition, Special Edition Lunds feature a select grouping of features, colors and appointments that make them incomparable. Take a closer look at what makes them dream boats, then see your Lund dealer to make that dream come true.
Something special for everyone.

You want to chase fish. She wants to kick back and cruise. The kids want to swim, splash and ski. With the 1850 Tyee Gran Sport you can do it all. It’s loaded with the industry’s top fishing features, including dual ProLong live wells, aft bait well, and built-in tackle trays. Bow and aft ProDeck conversions turn this magnificent fishing boat into the most comfortable cruiser on the lake. There’s also an extra large cockpit, expertly installed electronics, ProRide seats, complete canvas top, and padded bow bolsters to make sure the whole crew stays comfortable. It’s the boat built to please everybody on board.

Color-matched Evinrude with pre-rigged kicker.

The wrap-around, soft-touch console with tilt wheel.
A celebration of style.

This may just be the perfect Lund. Built with peerless construction and loaded with enhanced features, the 1850 Tyee Anniversary Edition commands the water with luxury, responsiveness, and comfort. And the new ProPlus reserve fuel system makes sure you have plenty of gas to make it safely back to port—or to make one last run for distant fish. You’ll find smart fishing features like bow and aft ProDecks, dual ProLong live wells, an aft bait well, and electronics options. And the special anniversary styling, colors, dash, and console are a constant reminder that every second on the water is something to celebrate.
The Anniversary Edition console surrounds you with unique appointments and special styling.

The Bow ProDeck conversion lets you switch from total comfort to total fishability in a snap.
The fishing machine for fanatics.

If fishin’ is your mission, then take a closer look at these magnificent Lund Pro-Vs. From stem to bow they’re packed with legendary Lund fishing features, like dual ProLong live wells and bait wells, dual rod lockers, and optional locators and trolling motors, all expertly installed. You’ll also love the total control you get with no-feedback tilt steering, the superior ride of the refined hull design, and the security of the ProPlus reserve fuel system. These Pro-Vs are as beautiful as they are tough, with special colors and styling that enhance the overall look and make it clear that fishing is more than just your hobby. It’s your life.
The sporty console puts anniversary styling and legendary Lund features at your fingertips.

The new Lund 1800 Pro-V SE is truly a sight to behold – both on the water and on the road.
Hop in and fish with a legend.

Twenty years ago, the original Mr. Pike established Lund as the undisputed leader of fishing boat design. Today we're proud to introduce two new Mr. Pike models, each blending the timeless concept of the original with Lund's most advanced performance features. Bow and aft Prolong live wells. Bow ProDeck. ProRide seats. Soft-touch console. Tilt steering. Plus a lockable rod locker and strategically placed rod ramp. You'll also find unique appointments, handsome graphics, and legendary Lund construction from stern to bow to make sure the legend lives on and on, outing after outing, season after season.

The Raspberry Mr. Pike 16 Anniversary Edition with Dark Raspberry carpet and Ivory Frost deck/bottom.
MR. PIKE 16

Mr. Pike 16 includes a soft-touch console that's loaded with extras like AM/FM stereo.

Mr. Pike 16 features a new rod ramp, with tie downs, located for total fishing convenience.
Cockpit and bow covers

Heavyweight canvas protects your investment.

Onboard battery chargers

Pro-Vs and Tyees are available with 2- or 3-bank chargers.

Anniversary seats

Commemorative styling that's sturdy and comfortable.

Pro Plus reserve fuel system

For more options — and more security — on the water.

Selectronics package

The finest electronics specially selected by Lund.

Extra storage

You'll find ample, convenient storage everywhere in a Lund.

Color options


The 1850 Tyee Gran Sport Special, the 1800 Pro-V SE and the Mr. Pike 16 are available in three color choices: (1) Garnet Red with Heritage Red carpet; (2) Jewel Green with Hunter Green carpet; (3) Navy Blue with Jasmine Blue carpet.

All three color choices feature a Birchwood deck/bottom.

New high-performance paint system

Lund and PPG have formed a strategic alliance to create the most advanced marine painting system ever available.

Our new high-performance paint is based on superior automotive painting systems that ensure not only a more luxurious finish, but also improved resistance to chipping, peeling, and cracking. You've never seen a boat finish like it — and you'll only see it on a Lund. And, as an extra bonus for your convenience, you can pick up touch-up paint at your local PPG paint dealer.
### Specifications and Equipment

#### 1850 Tyee
- **Length:** 18' 9"
- **Beam:** 90"
- **Approx. Wt. (lbs):** 1525
- **NMMA Max. HP/O/B:** 1/5
- **Transom Height:** 20"
- **Fuel Tank (gal.):** 45
- **Live Well Systems:** 2
- **Seat/Pedestals (At Power):** 2A/1P
- **Seat Bases:** 4

#### 1800 Pro-V
- **Length:** 17' 8"
- **Beam:** 90½"
- **Approx. Wt. (lbs):** 1389
- **NMMA Max. HP:** 175
- **Transom Height:** 20"
- **Fuel Tank (gal.):** 35
- **Live Well Systems:** 2
- **Seat/Pedestals (At Power):** 2A/1P
- **Seat Bases:** 4

#### Mr. Pike 16
- **Length:** 16' 3"
- **Beam:** 80"
- **Approx. Wt. (lbs):** 911
- **NMMA Max. HP:** 60
- **Transom Height:** 20"
- **Fuel Tank (gal.):** 20
- **Live Well Systems:** 2
- **Seats:** 2
- **Seat Bases:** 4

### Standard Equipment

- Padded bow bolsters
- Stainless steel bow rails
- Bow and stern eyes
- Bow ProDeck corrosion
- Bow trolling motor plug-in
- ProRide seats
- AirRide pedestals
- Dual ProLong live wells
- Deck mounting pad
- Radius deck styling
- Rod lockers
- Lockable storage
- Chrome cleats (4)
- Reinforced deck surfaces for downriggers
- Curved auto-style walk-through windshield
- Custom molded console
- Color-matched dash, glove box and wheel
- No-feedback tilt steering
- 12-volt in-dash power receptacle
- Plug-in wire harness
- Automotive-style fuse panel
- Navigational and interior lighting
- AM/FM stereo cassette
- Horn
- Fire extinguisher
- Console storage
- Top storage
- Complete top-set
- Step pads
- Att bait well system
- Built-in tackle compartment
- ProPlus reserve fuel system
- Battery holders (2)
- Bilge pump
- Self-draining splash pan

### Optional Equipment

- Mooring cover
- Cockpit cover
- Bow cover
- Bow cushions
- Convertible sunbather seat
- 12V/24V trolling motor plug-in
- Hydraulic tilt steering
- Stand-up top-set
- Boarding ladder or platform
- Two-bank or three-bank onboard battery chargers
- Locator and trolling motor
- Factory O/B pre-rigging

*Not all equipment available for all models; see your Lund dealer.

---

Our Lund Wear clothing and accessories catalog features a great-looking selection of shirts, caps and jackets, plus a special section of 50th Anniversary merchandise. Get one at your Lund dealer or call for a copy today. 1-800-863-LUND.
HIGHER STANDARDS.
Every Lund boat is built to meet or exceed the highest standards set by the NMMA, the Coast Guard and the American Boat and Yacht Council. But first, every Lund must pass the toughest test of all — our own standards for quality and craftsmanship.

WARRANTY.
1998 model Lund boats purchased from an authorized Lund dealer are warranted for defects in the following material and workmanship.
• Wood floors, wood decks, and double-nveted seams are warranted for as long as the boat is owned by the original purchaser.
• All other hull parts are subject to Lund's 10 year warranty. See your Lund dealer for details.

RESALE VALUE.
When you buy a Lund boat, you become part of the Lund family — and part of our tradition of excellence. When it comes time to sell your Lund boat, your investment in Lund quality will be rewarded.

LUND DEALERS.
Because we build the best boats on the water, we can afford to be selective with who sells them. When you see the Lund sign hanging in the window, you know the dealer inside meets Lund's strict standards for customer satisfaction. Stop by any of our dealers, and you'll see why they've earned the right to carry the Lund line.

LUND CRAFTSMEN.
Without the dedicated efforts of the Lund craftsmen who build our boats and the professional fishermen who help design them, the Lund tradition of excellence would not be possible. Thank you.

NOTE:
Some photos of Lund boats in this catalog show factory and/or dealer installed options. Photographs are taken under controlled conditions.

While every effort is made to depict safe boating, the photographs are not intended to serve as examples of correct boat procedures. While boats photographed are equipped with USCG-approved life jackets and other required safety gear, these are not necessarily visible in all photographs.

Because Lund is dedicated to constant product improvements, the specifications, options, color selections and model availabilities of our boats are subject to change without notification.
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